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A functional fault model (FFM) is an abstract representation of the failure space of a given system. As such, it simulates the propagation of failure effects along paths between the origin of the system failure modes and points within the system capable of observing the failure effects. As a result, FFMs may be used to diagnose the presence of failures in the modeled system. FFMs necessarily contain a significant amount of information about the design, operations, and failure modes and effects. One of the important benefits of FFMs is that they may be qualitative, rather than quantitative and, as a result, may be implemented early in the design process when there is more potential to positively impact the system design. FFMs may therefore be developed and matured throughout the monitored system’s design process and may subsequently be used to provide real-time diagnostic assessments that support system operations. This paper provides an overview of a generalized NASA process that is being used to develop and apply FFMs. FFM technology has been evolving for more than 25 years. The FFM development process presented in this paper was refined during NASA’s Ares I, Space Launch System, and Ground Systems Development and Operations programs (i.e., from about 2007 to the present). Process refinement took place as new modeling, analysis, and verification tools were created to enhance FFM capabilities. In this paper, standard elements of a model development process (i.e., knowledge acquisition, conceptual design, implementation & verification, and application) are described within the context of FFMs. Further, newer tools and analytical capabilities that may benefit the broader systems engineering process are identified and briefly described. The discussion is intended as a high-level guide for future FFM modelers.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGSM</td>
<td>Advanced Ground Systems Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSV</td>
<td>Comma Separated Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETA</td>
<td>Extended Testability Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM</td>
<td>Functional Fault Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFMs</td>
<td>Functional Fault Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMEA</td>
<td>Failure Modes and Effects Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMINI</td>
<td>GEneric Model INstantIator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Acronym | Description
---|---
ID | Identifier
IDU | Integrated Health Management Demonstration for Universal Propellant Servicing System
ISS | International Space Station
LRU | Line Replaceable Unit
QSI | Qualtech Systems Inc.
S&MA | Safety and Mission Assurance
SBIR | Small Business Innovative Research
SBS | System Breakdown Structure
SLS | Space Launch System
SME | Subject Matter Expert
TDF | Test Description File
TEAMS | Testability Engineering And Maintenance System
VERA | VERification Analysis
VV&A | Verification, Validation, and Accreditation

I. Introduction

Functional fault models (FFMs) are abstract failure space representations that define the effect propagation paths of critical failure modes associated with a given system. These models embody information typically found in a Failure Modes and Effects (FMEA) analysis. However, because they define effect propagation paths as well as the failure modes and detection mechanisms, an FFM can provide insight into the safety and reliability characteristics of the system design. Initially an analytical tool supporting the system design, a FFM can be developed into a powerful, real-time diagnostic tool supporting system operations. FFMs can be developed using qualitative, as well as quantitative, relationships to describe system behavior in its failure space. One advantage of qualitative FFMs is that they may be developed early in the system design process when hard numbers (i.e., quantitative data) are not well-defined or may be evolving with the design. It is during this portion of the design that FFMs are more likely to positively impact the design by identifying unmet requirements for off-nominal operation when changes to the design are less costly.

In the late-1980s and early 1990s, a number of researchers were focused on investigating the use of approaches based in testability analysis to provide more computationally efficient fault diagnosis (i.e., detection and isolation) techniques. During this time, Padalkar, et al, proposed a graph-based technique for real-time fault diagnostics. Subsequently, Pattipati and Alexandridis integrated information theory with heuristic AND/OR graph search methods (i.e., directed graph) to perform diagnosis of single faults on electronic and electro-mechanical systems with large numbers of failure modes. In 1994, the methods developed by Pattipati, et al, were subsequently presented in the form of an X-windows based software tool, the Testability Engineering and Maintenance System (TEAMS) from Qualtech Systems, Inc. (QSI). TEAMS was presented as a multi-signal, directed-graph modeling approach with a graphical user interface that allowed its diagnostic models to closely resemble hierarchical system schematics.

NASA researchers became interested in graph-based fault diagnosis around the same time that Pattipati, et al, were conducting their work. In 1993, Iverson and Patterson-Hine of NASA Ames Research Center reported on the development of a new algorithm to improve the performance of directed graph (digraph) based searches that reduced the solution time from hours or days to minutes. Since these methods showed promise, NASA solicited help via the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program to further develop directed graph-based fault diagnosis capabilities. QSI responded to that solicitation and won its first of a long series of NASA SBIR awards in 1994. This and subsequent SBIRs focused on maturing the development of multi-signal, digraph-based diagnostic approaches embodied by QSI’s TEAMS software and on demonstrating the utility of that software for systems of particular interest to NASA.

In the more than two decades following their initial collaboration, QSI and NASA have been advancing the utility of TEAMS-based diagnostic models – currently known as FFMs under NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) Program – and the application of these types of models to complex systems. The broad applicability of FFMs is highlighted by the variety of systems to which they have been applied by NASA: UH-60 helicopter, the International Space Station (ISS), the Space Shuttle, launch & ground systems for the Ares I launch vehicle, and ground systems software for the Orion Multi-purpose Crew Vehicle. It was demonstrated during these activities that FFMs may be evolved with the system design to the point that an FMM that was created to support early design verification could be evolved and used to provide a real-time diagnostic assessment of the system. Patterson-Hine noted that this design-to-operation development and implementation approach increases the confidence of the stakeholder in the diagnostic capability of the FFM. Further, efforts by Deb showed how FFMs could be used to diagnose faults in safety critical,
highly-connected, and broadly-distributed networked systems like the ISS 1553 bus\textsuperscript{11} and in Space Shuttle wiring systems\textsuperscript{12}. They have also been demonstrated in real-time launch vehicle diagnostic assessments\textsuperscript{13} and for advanced ground-based launch system processing\textsuperscript{14} under NASA's Constellation Program.

The most recent efforts have included the development of cross-program FFM modeling conventions\textsuperscript{19}, the expansion of analytical tools\textsuperscript{15-17,20}, and library-based modeling approaches\textsuperscript{21}. The new analytical tools provide more efficient verification of FFMs and their associated fault management requirements while library-based modeling approaches can result in reduced model development time. To accomplish these goals, FFMs must maintain a level of consistency during development that enables efficient revision and integration of the models with external processing and reporting software tools, real-time diagnostic architectures, and other FFMs. Under the Ground System Development and Operations program, the Space Launch System Program and the Orion Program, a set of cross-program FFM modeling conventions\textsuperscript{19} were established to address these issues. The utility of these new capabilities is highlighted by the fact that several of them have been integrated by QSI into the commercial version of their TEAMS software.

As the utility of FFMs expand and new modeling and analysis capabilities become available, the model development process must obviously evolve and adapt to take advantage of the new capabilities. The purpose of this paper is to describe a process for developing FFMs that has evolved in recent years with the result that FFMs can be developed more efficiently and can provide broader support for failure space design, analysis, and operational assessments. The discussion is organized as follows. First, an overview of the process is presented which includes a process diagram to facilitate the discussion. Then each phase of the process diagram is described in detail to facilitate assimilation of the process. As the process is described, the paper will highlight model input data requirements and the impact and benefit of current modeling conventions and software tools on model development and analysis processes. In the final sections of the report, concluding remarks and acknowledgements are given.

II. Description of the FFM Development Process

The FFM development process described in this paper has four phases: knowledge acquisition, conceptual design, implementation & verification, and application. As shown in Fig. 1, this process flows system diagnostic requirements, system design data, and current FFM modeling practices and capabilities into the conceptual design. The conceptual design then flows through model implementation and verification into resulting analysis products whose results, ideally, feed back into systems engineering and design processes. The four phases of development will be discussed in more detail throughout the remainder of this section. At a high level, this process does not seem that different from historical modeling approaches. However, as the paper delves into the lower-levels of the process, a host of newer tools and capabilities will be discussed that have been shown to improve the efficiency and utility of one or more of the four phases of FFM development and, consequently, the FFM development process as a whole.

A. Knowledge Acquisition

The FFM process starts with a traditional knowledge acquisition phase. During this phase, the modeler must first identify system diagnostic requirements that will inform and bound all phases of the FFM development process. For mature designs, these requirements typically come from higher-level design requirements documents. However, if the design is immature, the system diagnostic requirements may not exist at a low enough level to be useful for FFM development. In that case, the modeler may need to work with the system designer(s) to define an initial set of system diagnostic requirements.

Next, the modelers should begin assembling the tools, processes, and information required to efficiently and accurately create and utilize FFMs. Elements of this phase include the creation of knowledge, tools, and FFM depositories as well as the gathering of development software, FFM guidance documents, and system design data to populate the depositories. The effective organization of, and usage plans for, this knowledge and capability early in the process can minimize model data errors and save significant resources later in the project.

The selection, creation, and well-planned organization of knowledge depositories is an important first step in collecting this information. Content and Configuration Management guidelines for each depository help to make user access efficient and to minimize documentation errors. Version control software can be utilized to configuration manage documents, software, and models. Examples of separate depositories that can be created for different knowledge categories include archives for: (1) source/official documents; (2) working documents; (3) official documents; (4) software tools for development and analysis; (5) FFMs. For information associated with the system being modeled, an integrated System Breakdown Structure (SBS) database may provide an efficient means of coordinating data for use by multiple FFM modelers who are individually developing various subsystem models.
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System Design Data: A key next step in the knowledge acquisition phase is the identification of system design data relevant to the development of a specific FFM. These data are typically comprised of engineering data, operations data, and Safety and Mission Assurance (S&MA) data, as well as data from interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs). Identification of SMEs early in the FFM development process, regular planned interactions with them during FFM development, and the documentation of their input and feedback, are very important to the FFM development process.

Engineering data includes system architecture diagrams, hardware drawings and schematics which detail the configuration of the system. It also includes unique and succinct element identifiers (IDs) that can be traced back to the drawings and schematics. These IDs can provide unique links between hardware and the FFM model, links that are critical for model verification and for reporting the results of diagnostic assessments. ID information is typically

Figure 1. Functional fault model development process
obtained from: parts lists, component data sheets, instrumentation lists, and command and data signals. Engineering
data also includes interface control documents which provide details of the interconnections between system elements.
This collection of engineering documents guides the creation of FFM component elements, test points, and their inter-
connectivity.

Operations data includes documentation describing the concept of operations, operating procedures, mission
timelines, and monitored conditions. These documents are used to define operating states of elements in a system for
a given mission and/or phases within each mission. Failure propagation paths within the FFM can be configured using
various component element states (e.g., valve open/valve closed) to appropriately redirect propagation paths for a
specific mode of operation. A defined set of monitored conditions typically result from a flow down of the system
diagnostic requirements associated with loss of mission, loss of crew and accepted levels of risk.

S&MA data guides the definition of system failure modes and the effects propagated that may be represented
within the FFM. S&MA documentation includes FMEAs, Hazard Analyses and reliability analyses which are used to
define the failure mode credibility thereby scoping the FFM. FMEAs contain a substantial amount of data utilized
within the FFMs. These documents utilize the same engineering and operations data as the FFMs and provide crucial
failure mode definition that is transferred into the FFM. FMEAs also provide unique identifiers for the failure modes
that will enable traceability between the FMEAs and the FFM. Since FFM development and support software can in
turn generate FMEA reports, there is potential in the future that the FFMs could be developed initially and used to
generate the FMEA products.

FFM Guidance & Software Tools: The final key step in the knowledge acquisition phase is the identification and
acquisition of information and software tools that are to be used for the FFM development process from systems
engineering and modeling perspectives, as opposed to a system design perspective. Examples of information that may
be required are project standards and directives, established modeling conventions, modeling software and NASA-
developed FFM software tools (includes user guides and training materials), and verification, validation, and
accreditation (Vv&A) plans. An understanding of project standards by the modeler will ensure that FFM products
meet requirements for version control and model documentation. Established modeling conventions enhance
reporting, verification, and the integration of FFMs and are required for the utilization of recently developed FFM
support tools. An example of modeling software utilized by NASA is QSI’s TEAMS software. TEAMS’s front-end
graphical user interface (GUI) allows a user to create a FFM that is architecturally similar to hardware and software
schematics of the system being modeled. FFM software tools were developed by NASA to augment the capabilities
of TEAMS software. These tools may be identified as model implementation tools, VV&A tools, or analysis reporting
tools, and will be reported in more detail in subsequent sections.

Finally, it should be noted that knowledge acquisition typically occurs throughout the FFM development process.
Consequently, the modeler should proceed to the Conceptual Design Phase when sufficient knowledge has been collected.

B. Conceptual Design

As the domain knowledge is accumulated and diagnostic requirements leveled on the FFM, the FFM developer may
begin to develop the model conceptual design. There are three primary goals of this model development phase. The
first goal is to define FFM requirements that will guide model implementation. The second goal is to define a
conceptual architecture that will allow the resulting FFM to meet those requirements. And the third goal is to define
the model constraints that provide scope and bound the FFM.

1. FFM Requirements Definition

To meet this goal, the system diagnostic requirements identified as part of the Knowledge Acquisition Phase should
be flowed down by the modeler into requirements for the FFM. FFM models may be used to support design
development, analytical verification of system diagnostic requirements, and real-time diagnosis during operations. To
provide this support, FFM requirements should include functional requirements, performance requirements, and
interface requirements. Functional requirements define the failure modes the model must detect, the mechanisms
available to detect them, and the level of isolation (e.g., component, subsystem, system) required for each failure
mode. Functional requirements also include the analyses the model will be required to perform. Under NASA’s
Constellation and SLS Programs, FFMs have been used to provide a number of new analytical approaches to support
verification of system diagnostic requirements and algorithms. Examples include: the verification of fault isolation
requirements for proposed line replaceable units, the verification of algorithms to detect launch commit criteria, and
sensor sensitivity studies designed to assess the impact of sensor loss to diagnostic capability. These analyses and their
impact on systems engineering and design processes will be discussed in Sec. II.D Application. Performance
requirements describe how well the FFM must function and typically include quantitative bounds for metrics like the
time required to detect a failure mode and the accuracy of the diagnoses, the latter being quantified by false positive and false negative rates. Interface requirements may, for example, specify the nature of the interface between subsystem FFMs that will eventually be integrated into a system-level FFM; or, in the case of real-time assessment, the interface between a data bus and the FFM.

2. FFM Conceptual Architecture:

The conceptual architecture may be comprised of two elements: (1) a model schematic and SBS that define the planned hierarchical structure and (2) a system operational profile that defines specific system configurations that need to be captured by the model.

The FFM development software (i.e., TEAMS) supports a hierarchical model structure wherein a given model element can contain other model elements. In this structure, the lowest model elements represent either failure modes or mapping functions that define the transition of failure effects through nominal components. This hierarchical structure allows the model developer to decompose the system structurally in much the same way systems engineers would decompose the system. For small FFM models, a flat hierarchical structure – a structure where the entire system structure can be displayed on a single level – may be sufficient. For larger models, the system may need to be decomposed into subsystems, and then into assemblies, modules, components and parts, until the required model fidelity is obtained. As an example, Fig. 2 simultaneously shows the hierarchical layers of an FFM starting at the top with the system level (i.e., basic system), moving down to the subsystem level (i.e., vector control system), and finally to the component level (i.e., power valve component). Each level encompasses more detail than the previous level.

As part of the FFM architecture, it is useful to organize information about the system elements into a tabular SBS. This structure ideally captures the breadth and depth of the decomposed system (i.e., hardware and software elements), provides a mapping of other element data that will be used in the FFM (e.g., element and failure modes named to defined conventions), and initiates an understanding of failure-propagation pathways. Here, the breadth of the model is represented by the list of components that must be modeled while the depth is represented by the various hierarchical levels. Identifying the overall structure of the FFM, both depth and breadth, is an important part of the conceptual design. Using the SBS to explicitly identify components that are to be included in the FFM, components that should be excluded from the FFM, and to define the representation of included components, will confirm the expectations of the customers and consumers of the FFM and results of associated diagnostic assessments. For large models, this decomposition of the FFM can facilitate the parsing of model development work to various members of a modeling team.

Standardizing and documenting element names prior to implementation provides for more efficient modeling. This is especially true when the development of subsystem FFMs are partitioned among different modelers with an eye to subsequent integration. Attempts at making names succinct aids in readability of both FFM diagrams and reports. One of the challenges to FFM development is that the same failure for a component can be described in numerous ways (e.g., a valve can fail open vs. fail full open, or fail part open vs. fail part closed), and the same name can be interpreted
differently by each developer. Providing a consistent failure mode dictionary also helps to provide consistency among the same elements in different sub-system FFMs and to catalog the same failure mode across a large FFM.

Component selection criteria should be based on requirements levied on the FFM by the program. In general the FFM should only include components that are active and could, therefore, impact model configuration or contain credible failure modes as defined by the program. It is recommended that the depth of the FFM hierarchy be somewhat consistent across the various subsystems included in the top-level system FFM. The fidelity of data in FMEAs, historically used to provide failure mode data to FFMs, can vary widely from component to component. This has an effect of biasing assessment metrics. Modelers, both individuals and teams, should be aware of this possibility and strive to balance model fidelity across components and subsystems.

The establishment of an operational profile for the system is essential in determining the complexity of the modeling required to represent the various configurations. For the FFM, a system mode defines a unique model configuration which establishes the failure mode propagation paths, which failure modes are active, and even which tests are available. In real-time applications, consideration of system mode definition must be made when test thresholds are changed due to operational profile, even though the model configuration remains the same. Some systems may have very simplistic operational modes (e.g. on or off), while other systems may have complex operational modes that are not easily represented within a single FFM.

3. Model Constraints

When laying out the conceptual design of the model, it is important that the modeler understand the constraints imposed by the FFM modeling approach described in this paper. Here, five (5) key constraints are briefly discussed for the modeler’s benefit:

1) Discrete-event model;
2) Detection lag across the system;
3) Detection of multiple failures;
4) Limited propagation of failure effects;
5) Criticality and probability assignment for failure modes.

First, TEAMS-based FFMs are essentially discrete-event failure propagation models and, as such, are not time-based. Real-time applications, consequently, require data from steady or quasi-steady measurements. A wrapper code is typically used to convert real-time data from the system into discrete-event data for input to the FFM. For example, the propellant transfer from a supply tank to a vehicle tank may be considered a steady process. As such, a failure of the system may be detected testing the fluid volume rate of change in each tank against expectations that the rate of change in the supply tank would be negative and that of the vehicle tank positive.

Second, for each failure mode, the model generates a detection signature which is essentially a list of tests that detect the propagated effects of the failure. This diagnostic assessment is strict, requiring all tests to indicate detection before the failure mode is implicated. In cases where the failure effects progress over time or when system properties (e.g. pressure and temperature) lag each other, how those cases will be processed and presented, especially in a real-time application, need to be conveyed to the end-user.

Third, TEAMS FFM assessments assume that only single failure modes can occur. Combinations of failure modes cannot be assessed by the FFM unless they are completely independent of each other. An example of two independent failure modes would be a sensor failure and a component failure where the component failure mode would not be detected by the failed sensor. Unless the explicit combination of failure modes is represented in the FFM as separate and distinct failure modes, failure modes whose effects would alter or impact another failure mode, if it occurred, cannot be assessed.

Fourth, TEAMS FFMs contain failure effect propagation paths that flow in a single direction (e.g. from left to right). The modeler should carefully consider how the operational processes of the system may impact the propagation of failures through the system, especially in cases where the direction of fault propagation along a specific hardware or software path may change with the operating mode. In addition there are failure modes that contain different failure effects in the upstream and downstream directions. For example, a valve failing closed will stop the flow in both the upstream and downstream directions, therefore a flow meter observation point could be located either before or after the valve and those effects need to be transferred in both directions. In addition, the deadheaded supply pressure would typically be high, while the pressure downstream of the failed valve would be low. In the FFM of this example, separation of backward (upstream) propagation effects and the forward (downstream) propagation effects is required to ensure proper modeling of the physical effects of the failure and to avoid the introduction of diagnostic errors.

Fifth, TEAMS FFMs allow for the assignment of both probability and criticality values to individual failure modes. The problem is that often these values can vary during the operational profile of the system. During diagnostic assessment it would be optimal to rank potential failure modes that are being detected by either or both of these
variables. Techniques have been established to overcome some of this limitation during off-line design analyses, but development of a more flexible approach that would enable the use of these parameters in a real-time process has been evasive.

C. Implementation and Verification Testing

When the knowledge acquisition and conceptual design phases have progressed sufficiently, the implementation phase may begin. During the knowledge acquisition phase, information about the system design, the system operation, system failures, and system responses to failure were collected. Then, during the conceptual design phase, the requirements and architecture that will drive model implementation were defined. The next phase, Implementation and Verification, will focus on the model implementation itself and the review and testing required to verify the resulting FFM. For the process documented in this paper, implementation and model verification are typically performed in a tight iterative loop. This motivates the discussion of these two parts of the process under the same process phase.

1. Implementation

The development of FFMs has progressed from being an art form with no clear standards and practices to a reasonably proficient modeling technology with established guidelines. Still, individual modelers working independently will typically represent the failure space of a given subsystem or component using inconsistent nomenclature and modeling constructs. This can lead to incompatibilities, confusion, and verification issues during the integration of these models into a system-level FFM. Hence, it is important that individual modelers adhere to the modeling conventions and guidelines established during the conceptual design phase. Once the components to be modeled (breadth) and the hierarchical structure (depth) are defined, the FFM development team can begin the process of using TEAMS software to build the model.

TEAMS is the current software package used by NASA to develop FFMs. It provides a powerful GUI that allows the user to model FFMs as diagrams which visually represent the decomposed system. Using TEAMS, the user can create model elements to form the desired hierarchical structure and can define the effect propagation paths between the various elements. As the model develops, the user can also quickly move throughout the model hierarchical structure, search for modeling elements, and perform interactive testing of the model.

At this time, TEAMS does not provide a means to find user-specified information and replace it with alternate information throughout a model. The Batch Editor\(^1\) is a stand-alone NASA-developed software tool that fills this void. This tool provides the user with a means to extract data from and make broad changes to a model. For example, using the Batch Editor, the user can query a FFM for the names of failure modes, review the resulting CSV (comma separated variable) file to identify and globally correct misspelled or incorrect names, and then use the Batch Editor to impose changes embodied in the revised CSV file on the FFM.

Likewise, TEAMS does not currently contain generic model libraries—although QSI is in the process of implementing a library capability. FFM developers should consider a development process that involves generic component libraries. Systems containing a significant number of similar or redundant components are good candidates for this approach. For these systems, the establishment of a generic component library offers a rigorous development structure for the initial FFM and a reduction in development time and resources for future FFMs that may be developed utilizing the resulting library. In addition, the generic component library offers a consistent representation of similar components which should enhance the accreditation process with the domain experts and users of the diagnostic assessments. NASA employed a generic component modeling process\(^2\) under the Advanced Ground Systems Maintenance (AGSM) Integrated Health Management Demonstration for Universal Propellant Servicing System (IDU) project that could be used as a starting point for the development of other system-specific generic FFM component libraries.

The GEneric Model INstantIator (GEMINI) tool\(^3\) for FFMs allows the modeler to develop a system-specific FFM component element. It does this by providing the modeler with a means of replacing fields in the generic component model with relevant information for a specific hardware or software component.

Figure 3 illustrates the generic component modeling process implemented during AGSM IDU project. Common components, such as valves, sensors and relief valves, were targeted as generic component candidates. A generic component library was established containing common component types, each of which were individually vetted and verified. The GEMINI tool then supported a consistent instantiation of the final set of component models which were again verified by reviews. The system-level hierarchical FFM was previously established with module placeholders that could be replaced with the instantiated component models. This process offered a systematic approach to FFM development and verification. When applying this process for the AGSM FFM development, a cost savings of 80% was demonstrated during the component modeling phase.
The Batch Editor and GEMINI are essential software tools that support model implementation. Future modelers would be wise to become familiar with and take appropriate advantage of each tool.

2. Verification Testing

Regardless of the FFM application, a series of test cases should be developed to verify that the FFM was built properly and performs to the expectations of the customer. In addition, these test cases should be retained for use during any regression testing of the FFM required in the future. For FFMs with a manageable number of failure modes, the testing can be exhaustive, including test cases for all possible failure mode assessments available from the model. For larger models, the selection of cases should be made to expose all model features and encompass all system configurations the FFM will be required to perform under.

The set of test cases should also include test cases that verify any FFM performance requirements. Each test case should be defined by the conditions and constraints of the test: the system mode or model configuration, the available tests, the active failure modes, and any interface processing data provided as input to the model in the case of real-time testing. The test case should also define the required output data or processed reports to be evaluated. Finally, the test case should define the expected or anticipated outcome and, thereby, define the success criteria for the test.

In addition to the internal model testing capabilities of the TEAMS software, three recently developed FFM verification tools are useful in significantly reducing model verification efforts: the D-matrix Comparator\textsuperscript{18}, the VERification Analysis (VERA) tool\textsuperscript{20}, and the Extended Testability Analysis (ETA) Tool\textsuperscript{16}.

A key output from TEAMS-based testability analysis is the Dependency Matrix or D-matrix. The D-matrix is a two-dimensional matrix that defines, for each model configuration, the complete detection coverage of the model. Figure 4 shows a portion of a D-matrix to illustrate this concept. The rows of the D-matrix are populated with the available or active failure modes for the analysis, while the columns contain all the active tests. Where row and column intersect, a one (1) value indicates that the test should detect the corresponding failure mode. The complete set of tests that detect a given failure mode is that failure mode’s detection signature. Also as indicated in the figure, two or more failure modes which possess the same detection signature are therefore ambiguous with each other, meaning they cannot be distinguished. Changes to a given FFM are directly reflected in the associated D-matrix.

The D-Matrix Comparator is a NASA-developed software tool that provides a direct comparison between two D-Matrices generated by the different versions of the same FFM. This tool enables the rapid identification of the model.
changes and the impact of those changes. This type of tool is fundamentally required for regression testing of the FFM.

The VERA Tool is a NASA-developed software tool that automates the inspection of the model for adherence to modeling conventions and practices described in Ref. 19. It is a Visual Basic application that analyzes the model and generates reports in Microsoft Excel. Reports generated by the VERA tool identify and report all violations of known modeling conventions and provides scores to quantify the success of the verification process and support model accreditation. It is strongly recommended that the VERA tool be used to analyze all FFMs and that violations be corrected prior to the integration of multiple FFMs and prior to the use of FFMs for analyses, studies, or monitoring an operating system.

The ETA Tool is a NASA-developed software tool that extends the analysis and reporting capabilities of TEAMS software and it can be used as follows to support the verification of FFMs. This software can be used to analyze an FFM and generate detailed reports for both model detectability and test utilization. The detectability report identifies failure modes that are not detected under the testability conditions embedded in the model, as well as those that are detected by the same conditions. The test utilization report identifies all the available tests that do not detect any failure modes, as well as a list of all failure modes that are detected by each test. It is recommended that these reports be reviewed with system designers and SMEs.

D. Application

The FFM is ready for use when available information about the system’s failure space has been sufficiently captured by the FFM and the FFM has been verified and validated. In this section, currently available off-line analysis capabilities are described and the use of FFM in real-time diagnostic assessments is briefly discussed.

Seven analysis capabilities are available to the modeler through TEAMS software and through the ETA Tool: Failure Mode Detectability, Test Utilization, Failure Mode Isolation, Component Isolation, Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, Effect Mapping, and Sensor Sensitivity. Each of these analyses utilize the D-matrix, processing it in different ways to generate results that can significantly impact systems engineering and design processes. The first five analyses are available in both the TEAMS software and the ETA Tool. The last two analyses are only available in the ETA Tool. Instructions for using the ETA Tool and a complete description of the available analyses is currently available from the NASA Software Catalog as part of the ETA Tool v8.0 software release.

First, the Failure Mode Detectability analysis identifies failure modes that cannot be detected by tests available in the testability analysis test conditions. It then reports these failure modes while also reporting failure modes that can be detected and indicating those tests that detect the propagated failure mode effects. This is accomplished by reviewing each row of the D-matrix, extracting the detection signatures for each failure mode, and reporting all failure modes that are not detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Mode</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock TVC Propellant Supply Valve Power Cable Break-in-Wire</td>
<td>Low Current, High Pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock TVC Propellant Supply Valve Power Cable Short Circuit</td>
<td>Low Current, High Pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock TVC Propellant Supply Valve Power Cable Short Circuit</td>
<td>High Current, Low Pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock TVC Propellant Supply Valve Power Cable Short Circuit</td>
<td>High Current, High Pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Sample of an FFM Dependency Matrix
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modes whose detection signature is empty. This analysis is particularly useful for verifying the level of detection provided by the available test suite for critical failure modes that lead to abort, caution & warning, or safing actions. A critical failure that cannot be identified by the modeled system design may indicate the need for a design change to incorporate additional sensors or logic.

Second, the Test Utilization analysis also processes information in the D-matrix, examining its columns rather than its rows. A test whose column in the D-Matrix is all zeroes indicates that the test is not useful for detecting any of the system failure modes. This may present any opportunity to simplify the system design through the elimination of detection hardware or software associated with the test. Here, prior to informing the systems engineering and design process, the modeler must take caution to ensure that all operating modes are analyzed. It would not be prudent to recommend the removal of a test that is unused in one mode if it is instrumental in detecting critical failures during other operating modes.

Third, the Failure Mode Isolation analysis examines the failure mode signatures for uniqueness or ambiguity. The root cause of failure modes with unique signatures can be determined unambiguously, while those without a unique signatures cannot. The report for this analysis lists both uniquely isolatable and ambiguous failure modes; organizing those that are ambiguous into groups that have common failure signatures. Under the NASA SLS program, this analysis was used to provide failure mode traces for specific monitored condition algorithms. To conduct the analysis, only tests defined in the algorithm of interest were incorporated into analysis. Results of the analysis reported failure modes that were detected by a sufficient number of algorithms to indicate detection. SMEs then reviewed the results to verify algorithm performance.

Fourth, the Component Failure Isolation analysis is similar to the Failure Mode Isolation analysis. This analysis determines if the various failure modes can be isolated to components pre-specified by the modeler. The report for this analysis groups failure modes based on common detection signatures. These failure mode isolation groups are further divided into sub-groups based on user-specified components. This analysis supports the verification of fault isolation requirements related to maintenance processes and logistics support. One example is a line replaceable unit (LRU) – a component that must be replaceable while a spacecraft is on the launch pad. To facilitate quick replacement, LRU designs typically require that all failure modes originating from the LRU be unambiguously isolatable to the LRU.

Fifth, the FMEA reporting capability has been designed to query the model and generate a FMEA report for the modeled system that is similar in content to typical NASA FMEA reports. Since a FFMM contains all of the critical failure modes of the system and the tests available to detect them, it is essentially an “actionable” FMEA. As has been shown, the FMEA embodied by the FFM can be used to conduct a variety of analyses useful to systems engineering and design processes. These same analyses are tedious and difficult, if not impossible, to perform with a standard FMEA report. On the other hand, as the FFM is updated to reflect changes in the system design, the FMEA reporting capability can be used with the FFM to provide a “snap shot” of the failure modes and effects. Further, if the FFM has been developed strictly to meet system diagnostic requirements, the model, and consequently the resulting FMEA report, will contain only the detail required to meet the those requirements.

Sixth, the Effect Mapping Report processes the D-Matrix to locate tests attached to pseudo test points. Pseudo test points are intended to represent system level effects that do not necessarily correspond to specific sensor measurements. An example of this is loss of component or subsystem redundancy. This analysis supports an assessment of the effect of failures on the system, e.g., vehicle-level loss of mission analysis and probability risk assessment. It can also support the verification of detection and/or isolation of various system-level conditions, including conditions that lead to loss of mission or loss of redundancy.

Seventh, the Sensor Sensitivity analysis examines the impact of losing a sensor or sensors on the system’s ability to meet diagnostic requirements. It does this by systematically removing individual sensors or groups of sensors and their associated tests from the D-matrix before computing diagnostic performance metrics. This analysis can be used to confirm diagnostic performance in the presence of sensor failures (e.g. requirements of single fault tolerance).

As noted previously, FFMs are also capable of being used in a real-time mode. For a real-time application, the FFM tests are aligned to data processing functions that interface the FFM with a data acquisition system. This coordination between model and interface software is crucial and facilitated with the implementation of modeling conventions and the proper establishment of requirements for not only the FFM, but also for the interface software and the monitored system. For example, the FFM will require explicit input from the monitored system as to its operational phase in order to set the model configuration. Under real-time processing, the FFM is presented with tests that failed during the current time interval. The FFM identifies the failure mode or modes that could have generated the effects associated with that detection signature. The FFM can then provide information from the failure modes, as well as the location of the failures, to the operators in real-time.
Under the AGSM project, a FFM model was developed that would have supported an integrated health management demonstration. Following a process similar to that outlined in this paper, development of the FFM utilized generic component models and strict modeling conventions. The alignment of tests defined in the FFM with the interface software was carried out utilizing a Test Description File (TDF). The TDF aligns the test in the model with the test algorithms in the interface, defining input measurements and applied operational phase-based thresholds. Real-world data collection issues, such as data update rates and data availability, imposed requirements on the software interface to provide checks that ensured proper test results. In addition, the ability of the real-time FFM software package to continue providing diagnostic assessments, in the face of data loss due to sensor failure or intermittent loss of communication, required establishment of policy acceptable to consumers of the FFM output. A NASA-developed software tool called the Test Description File Creator (TDF Creator) was developed to streamline the development of the TDF for a particular application. Due to budget challenges, the AGSM-funded demonstration did not reach completion. However, preparation for the demonstration was a valuable exercise to advance and reinforce key areas of the overall FFM development process, particularly for the real-time aspect.

III. Concluding Remarks

This paper presented a process to support the development of Functional Fault Models (FFMs). The process documented has proved beneficial to recent systems engineering assessments supporting the design and operation of large systems under NASA (National Aeronautics and Astronautics) Ares I, Space Launch System, and Ground systems Development and Operations programs. The process is described in four phases. For each phase special emphasis was placed on key approaches, capabilities, and tools that are unique to FFMs. The first phase focused on knowledge acquisition and included a discussion of system diagnostic requirements that drive the process, as well as, FFM-relevant system design data and modeling knowledge. The second phase focused on the conceptual design, delving into the definition of requirements for an FFM, the development of a conceptual architecture for an FFM, and some limitations of FFMs. The third phase focused on implementation and verification testing with a discussion of the recent tools developed to support this phase. The fourth, and final, phase described the application of analysis capabilities to specific systems engineering assessments and how the results of those assessments can feedback into and benefit ongoing systems engineering and design processes.

It is important to reemphasize that the FFM development process reported here is intended to be an iterative process that evolves the model and feeds back into systems engineering and design processes as the system design evolves over time. One phase of the process need not be fully mature before progressing to the next. It is the qualitative nature of these models combined with the early adoption by the systems development community that will result in FFMs providing the largest benefit to the resulting system design.
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